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ABSTRACT 
The goal of the EU-Project AMISA – Architecting Manufacturing Systems and Industries for 

Adaptability – is to develop a methodology which allows optimizing system’s architecture towards 

maximum lifecycle value and furthermore implement it as a software tool. This presents a complex 

undertaking in itself and is enhanced by the complexity originating from the multi-national consortium 

with broad industry and academic backgrounds. 

This paper focuses on the requirement-management-process towards the Design for Adaptability 

methodology and software tool consisting of the main steps Requirement Acquisition and 

Categorization, Requirement Consolidation and Grading as well as Status Control and Management of 

Critical Requirements. The conducted steps are outlined in terms of the procedure, results and lessons 

learned and best-parcitces described. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the EU-Project AMISA – Architecting Manufacturing Systems and Industries for 

Adaptability – is to develop a methodology which allows optimizing system’s architecture towards 

maximum lifecycle value. All systems and products are designed to fulfil the needs of their 

stakeholders. The more accurately they are able to meet those needs, the higher is their value to the 

stakeholder. This is not a one-point-in-time problem, but applies to the whole product life cycle. 

Design for Adaptability (DfA) aims at minimizing the gap between stakeholder needs and the 

capability of a system or product to fulfil them. (Schrieverhoff et. al., 2011) 

Correspondingly, Hashemian (2005) describes adaptations as the response of a system to new service 

or operational requirements. Adaptations involve modifications to the internal structure of the system. 

There is still a lack of understanding on the concept of adaptability, how to systematically design 

adaptability into systems and how to quantify the degree of adaptability of a system (Kissel, 

Schrieverhoff and Lindemann 2012; Fletcher, Brennan and Gu, 2009). This is the reason for the 

implementation of AMISA. The project started in April 2011 and is conducted by a consortium of two 

academic and six industrial partners from five countries with the goal of developing a DfA 

methodology as well as software tool. 

As elementary basis for methodology development the requirement-management-process received 

special attention within the course of action. The collection of individual goals, consolidation and 

alignment thereof and especially the compilation of a common “big picture” on both the conceptual as 

well as practical level are perceived as vital factors for project success and represent the output strived 

for in the process. 

The requirements for the methodology and software tool were determined and concretized in several 

steps. Due to the size and broad scope of the consortium, transparency of the process and consensus-

decisions supported by all involved stakeholders were seen as essential aspects during requirement 

acquisition. Challenges mainly originated from the resolution of conflicts between partners’ special 

interests and technical feasibility, differences in understanding as well as different interests and 

capabilities. 

This paper focuses on the process of requirement acquisition and management towards the DfA 

methodology and software tool and outlines the conducted steps and procedure, best practices and 

lessons learned. In a first step all partners documented the essential requirements from their individual 

perspective. Those were categorized and consolidated into one document that was made available for 

the whole consortium as a basis of further work. During two requirement workshops with 

representatives of each partner being present, the requirements were reviewed and elaborated further. 

Redundancies were removed; requirements were challenged, discussed and sharpened. In a final step, 

a consensus decision for each requirement that could not be agreed on before had to be achieved in 

order to take it into further account or delete it. Furthermore the compiled requirement document was 

used for status control of project progress and to recapitulate the achievement of project success. 

2 PROJECT ENVIRONMENT AND REQUIREMENT-PROCESS-OVERVIEW 

AMISA is a project funded by the European Commission in the course of the 7th Framework Program. 

Companies and researchers from five countries, Italy, Spain, Israel, Romania and Germany, work 

together to develop a methodology to design manufacturing industries and systems more adaptable to 

future needs. (European Commission, 2011) 

The project expects to deliver a step-change in the performance of European industry characterized by 

a higher reactivity to customer needs and more economical production lines, product systems and 

customer services. More specifically, AMISA objectives are: 

Objective-1: Develop a generic (widely applicable) and tailorable quantitative and usable method for 

architecting systems for optimal adaptability to unforeseen future changes in stakeholder needs and 

technology development. Such systems will exhibit better cost-efficiency, longer lifetime as well as 

reduced cycle time, thus, provide more value to stakeholders. 

Objective-2: Validate and prove the methodology by means of real-life pilot projects in order to 

provide concrete evidence that it is 1) Generic and tailorable, 2) Scalable, 3) Usable and 4) Cost 

effective. 
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Objective-3: Show by the end of the project, that reconfiguring manufacturing systems or 

products/services designed for adaptability, yield savings either in cost or cycle time or a combination 

thereof. 

Objective-4: Show by the end of the project, that the lifespan of manufacturing systems or 

products/services designed for adaptability increases. 

Objective-5: Show that systems yielding more service for a longer duration will exhibit the following 

qualitative benefits: (1) during the manufacturing process, the overall usage of natural resources and 

energy consumption as well as the overall pollution and byproduct waste will be reduced (2) adaptable 

systems will be more amenable to sustained evolving regulatory framework (i.e. environmental, 

health, safety, etc.) 

Those objectives are reflected from the consortium members’ individual backgrounds in systems 

engineering, mechanical engineering, packaging solutions in food industry, manufacturing of machine 

tools, truck and bus, aerospace, optoelectronics and communications, leading to resulting requirements 

may therefore be very individual as well and have to be actively managed towards a common goal. 

Within the project, the requirement-management-process can be structured into three main elements. 

Requirement acquisition and categorization was followed by requirement consolidation and 

grading in the first months of the project. Thereafter status control and management of critical 

requirements took place continuously at relevant consortium meetings. 

 

Figure 1. Requirement-Management-Process 

Currently more than half of the project duration has passed and allows an initial reflective judgment of 

the process. 

2.1 Step 1: Requirement Acquisition and Categorization 
 

The aim of the first phase was to generate an overview of the individual partners’ needs and wants 

towards the methodology and software under development. Each participant was asked to list the 

requirements essential for fulfilling the project objectives as well as assure individual project success. 

Subsequently, the inputs were categorized thematically by one of the academic partners. Furthermore 

similar requirements were clustered, which on the one hand prepared the consolidation process and on 

the other hand gave an indication about the weight of certain clusters according to the number of 

inputs. 

Procedure  
Step one in the procedure was the collection of input from the consortium members, for which they 

were given one month time after the project kick-off. A template was provided in order to assure 

uniform and consistent inputs. Each requirement had to be described and the rationale for its inclusion 

given. For reasons of documentation and traceability the source of the requirement (code identifying 

each partner) had to be stated and an ID assigned, which was done by ascending numbering. 

Furthermore the possibility was given to assign each requirement to methodology and/or software 

development. Figure 2 depicts the template. 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of Requirement Description 

In total 164 Requirements were collected by the eight partners. Of those 107 referred to methodology 

development and 92 to software development, implying and intersection of 35 requirements. Since that 
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intersection was significant and many requirements related both to method and tool development, it 

was decided to keep the requirements to both integrated in one document and to introduce a thematic 

categorization according to the requirements’ background.  

In order to improve the overview and the workability of the list of requirements, eight categories were 

established into which the requirements were sorted in relation to their subject and scope. Those 

categories, their description as well as the number of requirements assigned to each category are 

shown in the following table: 

Table 1. Thematic categorization of requirements 

 

Most requirements referred to the category System architecture/-modeling, followed by similar 

numbers in Input data, Output data, Computational Specifications and Usability. Cost calculation 

follows closely after and in the areas of Uncertainties/Risk as well as Transparency of calculation 

significantly less requirements were named. 

Table 2 gives an overview of exemplary requirements in each category. The categories were 

determined after the input by the partners was given and thus reflect the main areas of relevance out of 

the consortium point of view. 

Table 2. Exemplary requirements within categories 

 

As stated before, requirements within categories exhibiting a similar objective and related content 

were clustered. Since each partner provided input, redundancies and overlaps occurred frequently. 

Nevertheless, nuances in the requirement definition and implication were often different and 

furthermore the number of requirements addressing a similar aspect underlined its importance. 
  

Category Definition

T
o

ta
l

M
e
th

o
d

T
o

o
l

System architecture/ -

modeling

Definition of structure, behavior, and views of the system the 

methodology is based on
39 38 17

Input data
Data that the methodology/tool requires or has to be able to 

process as input
24 22 2

Output data Data that the methodology/SW delivers as output 26 19 12

Cost calculation Processing of monetary data 18 17 11

Computational 

Specifications
Software and Hardware requirements for use of the tool 24 1 24

Usability Ease of use and learnability 22 3 22

Uncertainties/Risk
Consideration of uncertainties, risks and unknown factors within 

the calculation
6 4 3

Transparency of calculation
Traceability, comprehensibility and transparency of internal 

calculation
5 3 2

Category Example

System architecture/-

modeling
The methodology shall be cascaded from the product design to the production chain

Input data Method must cope with different levels of detail of input data

Output data
The methodology shall provide cost/benefit indicators for each architectural scenario under 

study

Cost calculation
Methodology takes different controlling instruments into consideration: target costing; total 

cost of ownership;…

Computational Specification
The software tool should be supported for different operating systems: Linux, MAC OS, 

Windows

Usability
The DFA tool shall be capable of accepting partial data allowing users to add further data as 

they acquire it over time

Uncertainties/Risk
The method should include a risk scale about the dependency of each component with 

external supplier(s)

Transparency of calculation The reliability of the output has to be traceable
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Table 3. Exemplary cluster of related requirements 

 

The academic partner managing the requirement acquisition process initially assigned two quality 

criteria to each requirement as a basis for the subsequent consolidation process. On the one hand the 

degree of abstraction was assessed, indicating a tendency of the requirements be to detailed/abstract or 

appropriate for the conceptual stage (Table 4). On the other hand the prioritization was graded 

(low/medium/high) indicating the importance of the requirement. As stated, the grading was initial and 

open to be changed by the consortium during the consolidation process.  

Table 4. Exemplarily requirements in different degrees of abstraction 

 

Most requirements were judged appropriate for the conceptual phase of development, approximately 

one third was judged to be too detailed or abstract.  

Results and Lessons Learned 
In total 164 requirements were collected by the consortium, categorized and initially graded by one of 

the academic partners and prepared for the consolidation and grading process in plenum. 

The procedure is judged to have been exhaustive, because until mid-term of the project no significant 

gaps in the entity of requirements evolved.  

The central processing and categorization of the input, as well as the uniform input-scheme and 

assured traceability of the individual contributions, led to the avoidance or quick resolve of unclarities 

and major iterations in the further course of the project. Nevertheless the initial judgment of the 

requirements out of the point of view of the responsible academic partner may have imposed a bias on 

the later judgment of the industry partners. Even so it was highlighted during the subsequent meetings 

that all categories and gradings were open to be changed, it cannot be fully excluded to have had a 

disproportionate influence.  

Out of the point of view of the academic partner conducting the requirement consolidation process, a 

key factor for consolidating the requirements was to be provided not only the requirement formulation 

but also the according rationale. In many cases this additional information helped to resolve 

ambiguities and to understand the given requirement in detail. 

The fact that approximately one third of the requirements was judged to be too detailed or abstract 

shows that the understanding of requirement formulation was not homogeneous for all of the partners. 
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Initial 

prioritisation 

(Low/Medium/

High) Category

Degree of 

abstraction

TAU 020 01 x

The DFA tool shall be created so it 

will be simple, intuitive and friendly 

to operate

Although this requirement is not 

testable in a formal manner, it is still 

not impossible to verify it on an 

intuitive basis

High Usability Appropriate

MAN 034 01 x

The GUI should be clearly 

arranged, user friendly, intuitive, 

structured

For a company-wide rollout a system 

and GUI of a high professionality 

and quality is required

Medium Usability Appropriate

TTI 009 01 x
The software should have a 

friendly interface with the user.

The software should permit to see a 

graph/table that represents the 

components/subsystems/modules of 

the product in a interactive way.

High Usability Abstract

ID

Require

ment 

Requirement Degree of abstraction

The tool shall be modeled in C++ Detailed

The method should allow to increase adaptability Abstract

The DFA tool shall be configurable to accept different modeling equations Appropriate
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This may have been improved by the provision of clear formulation criteria and exemplary 

requirements. 

2.2 Step 2: Requirement consolidation and grading 
The consolidation and grading of the collected requirements was conducted in two workshops during 

consortium meetings approximately two months apart. In the first workshop with duration of five 

hours the requirements were reviewed and consolidated in groups. In the second workshop 

requirements that were left “open”, meaning that could not be agreed on referring to prioritization and 

degree of abstraction, were discussed and judged in plenum. 

Requirement Workshop I 
The Workshop took place in course of the first Technical Meeting (TM) conducted in the project 

consortium two month into the project. The goal was to remove redundancies from the requirement 

list, sharpen the requirements and to judge the degree of abstraction as well as importance. It was 

communicated that the development was to start based on the requirements defined but that 

nevertheless the requirement-list has to be seen as a “living” document that allows for changes and 

further detailing during the development process. Special attention was paid to transparency, relevance 

for the conceptual stage and consensus within the consortium. The exact procedure as well as results 

and lessons learned are described in this section. 

Procedure 

As described the workshop was conducted during the first TM of the consortium. The agenda 

contained an introduction, an overview of the gathered input, two consolidation and grading sessions 

with an intermediate status check as well as a wrap-up session comprising a final discussion and 

definition of the next steps. In the following, special focus will be laid on the consolidation and 

grading sessions as integral part of the workshop. 

The requirements had been divided into eight categories and a station setup of four stations was chosen 

due to group size and available facilities, thus two categories were placed at each station. This 

furthermore allowed for the homogeneous amount of approximately 40 requirements to be worked 

through at each station since large and small categories could be balanced out against each other. 

The consortium was split into four groups of three to four people each. The groups were assorted in a 

way that members of the same partner were in different groups to provide maximally heterogeneous 

points of view in each one. The groups visited each station sequentially, whereas 75 minutes were 

given for the initial consolidation at the first station and subsequently 30 minutes for further 

consolidation and review.  

 

Figure 3. Station setup 
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Requirement description Requirement rationale

Initial 

prioritisation 

(Low/Medium/

High) Category

Degree of 

abstraction

(To be filled out 

after the 

consordium 

meeting)

Requirement 

priority (high-

medium-low)

(To be filled out after the 

consordium meeting)

Requirement comment

TAU 020 01 x

The DFA tool shall be created so it 

will be simple, intuitive and friendly 

to operate

Although this requirement is not 

testable in a formal manner, it is still 

not impossible to verify it on an 

intuitive basis

High Usability Appropriate

MAN 034 01 x

The GUI should be clearly 

arranged, user friendly, intuitive, 

structured

For a company-wide rollout a system 

and GUI of a high professionality 

and quality is required

Medium Usability Appropriate

TTI 009 01 x
The software should have a 

friendly interface with the user.

The software should permit to see a 

graph/table that represents the 

components/subsystems/modules of 

the product in a interactive way.

High Usability Abstract

TUM 005 01 x
Shall have an appealing interface 

for product develop engineers.

Product developers are the target 

group for the software tool
High Usability Appropriate

TUM 006 01 x

Shall be easy to understand/to 

implement for people outside 

AMISA

The use of the software should be as 

widespread as possible
High Usability Appropriate

TUM 009 02 x
The tool shall provide a process 

indicator, when processing data

The user has to be aware, that the 

system is working and know the 
Low Usability Detailed

MAG 017 01 x
Intuitive operation of the user

interface
simple operation, no input errors High Usability

TAU 021 01 x

The DFA tool shall be capable of 

accepting data in a top-down, 

hierarchical manner, mimicking the 

logical process of system definition

This approach will make the data-

entry process more simple and 

natural to users 

High Usability Appropriate

TAU 022 01 x

The DFA tool shall be capable of 

accepting partial data allowing 

users to add further data as they 

acquire it over time

This approach will make the data-

entry process more simple and 

natural to users 

High Usability Appropriate

TAU 023 01 x

The DFA tool shall provide error 

feedback to users as soon as 

possible (i.e. The tool shall not 

accept illegal values and simple 

errors shall be indicated to users 

The tool must protect against simple 

users errors
High Usability Appropriate

TAU 024 01 x

The DFA tool shall have the 

capability to conduct a thorough 

checking of its database and 

identify erroneous or missing data

The tool must protect against 

erroneous information or missing 

data in the database

High Usability Appropriate

MAN 005 02 x
The tool shall contain help 

function
The help function supports the user Low Usability Appropriate

MAN 033 01 x

The software and the GUI has to 

respect the different user groups, i. 

e. the requirements (and maybe 

specific methodology) of the 

different project partners

If the methodology is specific for the 

stakeholder (poject partners), the 

software and the GUI should adapt 

to that application

High Usability Appropriate

TPPS 012 01 x
The software shall import/export 

examples of product design 

Examples shall be used as a template 

for similar products.
Medium Usability Appropriate

TPPS 010 01 x

The methodology shall "stand on 

the standards" and shall define the 

basis for non existing ones.

When possible use the UE 

standards. Do not start from 

scratch; forster future sustainability

Medium Usability Appropriate

TAU 038 01 x
The DFA tool shall be configurable 

to accept different modeling 

This capability will make the tool 

more adaptable to users needs
High Usability Appropriate

TPPS 013 01 x
The software shall allow tailoring 

at minimun effort.
Software adaptability concept. Medium Usability Appropriate

TPPS 015 01 x

The methodology shall be used by 

designers and users with defined 

competeces

Different competences and training 

according to the different kind of 

user.

Medium Usability Detailed

TAU 025 01 x

The DFA tool shall have the 

capability to respond to user 

commands within a few seconds. 

The longest applications 

(optimization functions) shall be 

The tool must respond to 

commands as well as all applications 

within acceptable AMISA pilot 

project needs

High Usability Appropriate

MAN 038 01 x
The execution time of the program 

should be short

An execution of the program that 

consumes a lot of resources and 
Medium Usability Appropriate

MAN 042 01 x

Support troughout the lifetime of 

the tool is required to ensure the 

usage of the methodology and the 

A badly maintained tool would 

expire
Medium Usability Appropriate

TPPS 008 01 x x

The methodology and the tool 

shall be improvable by evidences 

and feedback from real application

Closed loop or continuos 

improvement concept.
Medium Usability Appropriate

ID Review
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ment 
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1

Grp.

2
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3

Grp.

4

Requirement origin(s) Grading
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1

Grp.

2
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3
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4

Requirement origin(s) Grading
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1

Grp.

2

Grp.

3

Grp.

4

Requirement origin(s) Grading

Categories Definition #

System architecture/ -

modeling

Definition of structure, behavior, and views of the 

system the methodology is based on
39

Input data
Data that the methodology/tool requires or has to 

be able to process as input
24

Output data Data that the methodology/SW delivers as output 26

Cost calculation Processing of monetary data 18

Computational 

Specifications

Software and Hardware requirements for use of 

the tool
24

Usability Ease of use and learnability 22

Uncertainties/Risk
Consideration of uncertainties, risks and unknown 

factors within the calculation
6

Transparency of 

calculation

Traceability, comprehensibility and transparency 

of internal calculation
5

Grp.

1
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2

Grp.

3

Grp.

4

Requirement origin(s) Grading

High

Medium

Low

High
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Grading:

Appropriate

Detailed

Abstract
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The station setup included a plot of the list of clustered requirements, a category definition, a blank 

requirement form as well as cards and stickers to transfer requirements from the plotted list to the 

blank form and grade them (compare Figure 3). On the cards the possibility was given to document the 

requirements origin, stating which original requirement(s) the new requirement emanated from as well 

as the group conducting the consolidation for traceability reasons. The blank requirement form 

contained three boxes for the cards to be put into, representing appropriate, detailed and abstract 

degree of abstraction. 

The groups were given the task to move the requirements from the plotted requirement list to the blank 

requirement list, concentrating the content of clustered requirements as much as possible by either 

removing redundancies directly or by rephrasing. Latter also allowed for an adjustment of the degree 

of abstraction “on the fly”. Furthermore the grading of the importance into high, medium or low was 

asked to be performed by putting the corresponding sticker onto the card. Requirements that had been 

worked off were to be crossed out on the plotted list in order for the following groups to know which 

ones were left over for further consolidation. 

Results and Lessons Learned 

Within the workshop, the requirements were consolidated from 168 to 112 in total, representing a 

subtraction of 56 requirements and a reduction of approximately one third. 31 of the 112 requirements 

were still left “open”, though, meaning that no final decision on the phrasing, the degree of abstraction 

and the prioritization was conducted. Those non-approved requirements were documented by the 

academic partner and given out to the consortium for further comments and grading propositions as 

preparation for Workshop II. 

The timeframe for the group-work sessions must be described as rather too small. The groups did not 

have sufficient time to discuss all the requirements in detail, which was part of the reason why a 

considerable number of requirements was left open.  

The approved requirements were consolidated in one excel-file whereas all information regarding the 

requirements origin was kept. This procedure assured maximum traceability for all partners and in the 

latter course of the project no issues due to non-considered requirements occurred. 

The workload for the procedure can be summed up to approximately 200 man-hours for the entire 

consortium which is a considerable amount of time. Nevertheless the procedure resulted in a high 

degree of mutual understanding in terms of individual and overall perspectives. The partners reported a 

substantial gain in goal orientation and concretization. 

Requirement Workshop II 
The second requirement Workshop was conducted at the following TM two month after the initial 

consolidation and grading. The focus of the workshop lay on the clarification of the “open”, non-

approved requirements. Each of those 31 requirements was discussed in plenum and a consensus 

decision was aimed for. As described in the last section each partner had been asked to provide 

comments on the requirements, which was provided to the consortium in advance of the TM as a basis 

for discussion. 

Procedure 

The procedure was comparatively simple, for each open requirement the rationale, pro and con 

arguments as well as proposals for changes in the formulation had been asked of the consortium. The 

comments were bundled on one slide together with the requirement (Figure 4) and provided as basis 

for discussion in plenum. For the discussion of 31 requirements a 3 hour time period was foreseen, 

which allowed approximately 6 minutes each. In the discussion a consensus decision was aimed for, in 

case of prolonged discussion the possibility of postponement was left open to assure the compliance 

with the timeframe. 
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Figure 4. Slide layout open requirements 

Figure 5 shows the transfer of an open requirement to an agreed requirement. In the specific case the 

degree of abstraction was decided to be changed from abstract to appropriate. 

 

Figure 5. Agreement on open requirements 

Results and lessons learned 

Of the total number of 31 open requirements 27 were decided to be further considered but modified as 

to the formulation and degree of abstraction. Four were decided to be crossed out and not considered 

further, whereas the time frame could be kept. The changes were documented in the central excel list 

which at that stage contained 108 requirements. The file represented a deliverable to the EU-

Commission and was reported 4 month into the project. 

In the process of the requirement management it became evident that decisions on critical topics 

required time for clarification and therefore the multi-step process was conducted. Furthermore the 

opportunity to gather arguments and think through of implications caused by requirement changes was 

seen as essential by the partners to enable consensus decisions in the end, so it proofed advantageous 

to conduct sessions at different Technical Meetings. 
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Figure 6. Final requirement status 

2.3 Step 3: Status control and Management of critical requirements 
Naturally, the requirement management process had the explicit goal to define the direction of 

methodology and software development and concretize goals as well as success criteria. In addition, 

the collected requirements were used as means of status control to monitor the project progress. That 

way the overall advancement as well as critical aspects could be made transparent for the consortium 

on a much more granular level than official project deliverables. 

Procedure 

The first major status control of the requirements’ fulfillment was conducted one year into the project, 

eight month after the official requirement list had been handed to the EU Commission. Again 

transparency and consortium involvement were high goals. Therefore all partners were asked to 

individually judge the requirements fulfillment and rate it on a five-level scale from implemented to 

critical. Furthermore the importance of the requirements to the project could be stated in case changes 

were perceived. 

The overview of requirements status could then be visualized for each category and the project as a 

whole. It was used as indirect check of work package progress, concept evaluation and, more than 

anything, identification of central points for further research. The input provided by the partners was in 

most cases not on the entity of all requirements but only on those specifically relevant to them 

individually. Therefore the feedback was not entirely uniform and the scheme depicted in figure 7 was 

introduced for the prioritization of the most critical requirements to be raised to the consortium 

attention. As soon as the judgment of one partner was located in the red area, the requirement was 

discussed in plenum. 

 
Figure 7. Requirements status check 

Consolidation and Grading -

Final status

 108 Requirements

 Method: 71

 Tool: 66

 Intersection: 29

 Sent to EC in August 

2011

Category Total #

System architecture/-

modeling
31

Input data 12

Output data 19

Cost calculation 12

Computational Specification 16

Usability 12

Uncertainties/Risk 4

Transparency of calculation 2

not answerable (n.a.)

critical

in work

considered

implemented

low medium high

Importance

S
ta

tu
s
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Results and Lessons learned 

The global project requirement list as well as a more detailed focus on two exemplary categories is 

shown in figure 8. Even though the depiction is evidently too small for the requirements to be read, an 

impression of the status can be derived for each of the lists. 

  

Figure 8. Requirements based status check 

Overall, the project status derived from the requirements status check was in-line with the project plan, 

but a total of 16 requirements were rated to require direct attention. Those represented critical points 

that had not been explicit before and therefore provided significant value-add for the project. 

Discussion of all requirements took place in plenum, whereas comments of each partner were provided 

and explained during the meeting. 10 of the 16 aspects could be resolved, but 6 were left for detailed 

discussion in a scientific meeting. Of those six, four had already been on the list of non-agreed 

requirements in the second consolidation and grading workshop four month into to project. This 

indicates a postponement of problem solving concerning critical requirements. 

3 LESSONS LEARNED 

There are three main aspects that can be highlighted in this section. First of all the uniformity of the 

input, achieved by providing templates at all stages, and the transparency regarding the processing of 

data, achieved by the complete avoidance of data deletion and provision of cross-links for user-

friendly traceability have to be named. Consistent input significantly simplified the processing of data 

and lead to quick resolves of unclarities in meetings, which avoided ineffective discussions and 

iterations. 

Second of all a multi-step requirements-management-process with central processing of the 

requirements and organization of the workshops proofed to be highly appreciated within the 

consortium. Between the steps of acquisition, consolidation and grading it became evident that 

decisions on critical topics required time for clarification and the opportunity to gather arguments and 

think through the implications caused by them. This was highlighted by the partners and contributed to 

a high degree of consensus decisions.  

Thirdly, it showed to be beneficial to use the requirements’ status to check overall project progress and 

highlight critical aspects on a more granular work-level than deliverables considered in project 

planning. The identification of critical points led to the opportunity to react to those in time with a 

scientific meeting, before project deliverables were affected. A critical aspect which could be 

witnessed is the postponement of the decision on the fate of critical requirements from one meeting to 

another. Within the project it was experienced that those requirements were strong indication for goal 

conflicts of different partners. Goals were considered disparate and only enhanced attention on project 

level and discussions in focus groups led to progress.  

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The paper outlines the requirement-management-process for methodology development on the 

example of a Design for Adaptability methodology and software tool. The three main steps 

requirements acquisition and categorization, requirement consolidation and grading as well as status 

control and management of critical requirements are described in detail and related to their 

background, success and lessons learned.  

Requirement

Source o
f Require

ment

Requirem
ent ID (##

#)

Version ID
 (##) Method Software Requirement description Category

Coverage Status 

TM5

TAU 006 01 x x The DFA method shall bring lifecycle issues into the 

adaptability decision
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TAU 019 01 x x The DFA physical system design architecture shall 

follow a bottom-up design paradigm
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

solid approach

TPPS 001 01 x The methodology shall be cascaded from the 

product design to the production chain System 

architecture/ 

modeling

n.a.

solid approach

MAN 043 01 x The methodology should be generic in the following 

way: When we are talking about a component in a 

system (DSM) we should consider that we are 

talking about an abstract component or in other 

words a "sum of components" that fulfil the same 

function

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

solid approach

IAI 002 01 x The DFA methodology shall be tailored to be 

integrated with users' development methodology

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TAU 040 01 x x The DFA tool shall be designed to identify certain 

system structures (components and interfaces) as 

"Fixed" so the optimizer shall accept the structure as 

it is

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

done

IAI 003 01 x The DFA methodology shall provide a list of steps 

for each activity during design phase.

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TPPS 009 01 x The methodology shall be applicable at different kind 

of systems and at different levels
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TPPS 005 02 x x The methodology shall cope with functions means 

tree methodology
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

n.a.

MAN 007 02 x Interfaces arise at different levels of 

a product structure: the methodology 

shall consider it

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

done

TAU 012 01 x x There shall be an adequate categorization 

of each interface, which will include 

at least (1) Material, (2) Spatial, (3) Energy 

and (4) Information 

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TAU 011 01 x x Each component shall be associated with one or 

more outgoing or incoming interface

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

MAN 027 01 x The methodology should apply to existing/present 

systems and non-existing/future systems
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TPPS 014 02 x The method shall allow to evaluate impact of 

(replacement of) system elements.
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TAU 017 01 x x Interface cost to / from a module shall be modeled as 

an aggreggation of its components interfaces
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TAU 015 02 x x Option value modeling shall be based on Merton’s 

theorem. System 

architecture/ 

modeling

n.a.

TAU 016 01 x x Interface cost within a module shall be ignored, 

based on Transaction Cost Theory which state that 

internal transactions are significantly less costly than 

external transactions

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

TAU 018 01 x x The DFA system design architecture shall use 

mechanisms of Multi-Domain Matrix Methodologies 

(MDMM) to capture and optimize system 

architecture

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

further research

TAU 009 02 x x Systems' architecture shall be defined in terms of (1) 

components and (2) interfaces

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

further research

MAN 026 02 x Value estimation should take into account different 

application areas of the system.
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

MAN 029 01 x Methodology must support adaptability for a certain 

product configuration (variant)
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

solid approach

MAN 030 01 x Methodology must support adaptability for a number 

of configurations (two or a variant)
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

further research

TAU 008 01 x x The DFA method shall capture essential properties 

of the problem need for addressing the problem and 

not more

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

further research

MAN 028 01 x DFA Methodology shall be able to setconstraints 

when modelling the system artchitecture
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

further research

TAU 014 01 x x One or more components could be aggregated into 

a module which, at the next hierarchical level, shall 

be considered a component

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

done

TTI 005 01 x The method should include a value of Mean Time 

Between Failure (MTBF) for each component.

Input data further research

MAN 037 01 x The aqcuisition time of the input data for an 

execution of the program should be short Input data critical

TUM 004 01 x Shall include options for future materials.

Input data further research

TTI 002 01 x The method should take into account environmental 

boundary conditions of the place of use of the final 

product. 

Input data further research

TTI 004 01 x The method should allow to take into account the 

Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) for each component.
Input data further research

MAN 046 01 x The "adaptability factor" can be a variable 

depending on the design

Output data further research

TUM 007 02 x Method shall be constructed so it can be used as a 

straight-forward sales/profit-generation argument Output data solid approach

MAN 002 02 x The tool should give a summary for the management
Output data solid approach

MAG 001 01 x Software should be able to calculate the value-add of 

the adaptability of a system throughout its life cycle
Output data further research

IAI 014 01 x Output from the software tool could be used as input 

to standard development tools Output data further research

MAN 009 01 x We need a method that can depict the product 

structure from different views to find interfaces Output data further research

MAN 024 01 x The keydata has to make statements about 

components that are in development and 

components that are already implemented, and 

COSTS

Output data further research

MAN 008 02 x The methodology should keep variant-mgmt in mind 

in the following way: the output of variant-mgmt is of 

central importance -> DFA shall support Output data further research

TPPS 007 01 x The tool shall have an indicator of parts communality
Output data further research

TPPS 016 01 x The methodology shall provide cost/benefit 

indicators for each architectural scenario under study Output data solid approach

TTI 008 01 x The method should consider an estimated update 

cost (economic/required time) for each sub-system

Output data solid approach

TPPS 017 01 x The methodology shall provide an estimation (high 

confidence) of the timeperiod in which the selected 

solution is still "optimal" 
Output data further research

MAG 013 01 x Method should allow calculation of automation 

upgrade Output data solid approach

MAG 002 01 x The method shall support design of systems for 

lowest life-cycle cost through adaptability
Output data solid approach

MAG 003 01 x Method should consider options for different quality 

outputs Output data further research

TAU 029 01 x The DFA tool shall have the capability to generate 

"variable structure" textual and graphical reports 

depicting the content of the database as well as 

results of computations
Output data solid approach

MAN 044 01 x The software should allow the comparison between 

different values of interface costs.

Cost calculation solid approach

MAN 045 01 x The "system value" should be seen generically as 

the value of the system with all ist possible variants. Cost calculation further research

MAN 013 01 x The methodology shall take different controlling 

instruments into consideration, e.g.:

- target costing

- total cost of ownership

- break even analysis

- life cycle costing

Cost calculation further research

MAN 014 01 x The methodology shall integrate different types of 

arising costs, e.g.:

- logistic costs

- material costs

- information flow costs

- contract costs

- development costs

Cost calculation further research

TAU 032 01 x x Calculations of Interface costs shall include both Non 

Recurring Engineering (NRE) and Recurring 

Engineering (RE) 

Cost calculation solid approach

TAU 034 01 x x Current value and future values of a system 

components shall include both Non Recurring 

Engineering (NRE) and Recurring Engineering (RE) Cost calculation solid approach

IAI 006 01 x x The IC calculation shall include considerations on 

flows between functions which are deployed to the 

physical architecture.
Cost calculation further research

TAU 033 01 x x Calculation of option prices/ values shall be based 

on the Black-Scholes Equation 

Cost calculation further research

TAU 036 01 x x Computation of time to start deployment of upgraded 

components shall be based on a model of dynamic 

minimization of value loss to stakeholders 
Cost calculation further research

TAU 035 01 x x Future values of system components shall be 

determined using established methods, for example, 

TRIZ Trends of Techn. Evolution, Scenario Techn., 

etc.

Cost calculation further research

TAU 030 01 x The DFA tool shall be based on freely available 

software components
Computational 

Specs
done

TAU 002 01 x The software shall use the visual Microsoft studio, C-

Sharp with Windows presentation foundation (WPF) 

for desktop applications
Computational 

Specs
done

MAG 12 02 x Software should be realized in common 

programming language
Computational 

Specs
done

TAU 004 02 x The DFA software tool shall accommodate new 

methods or method adaption with minimum 

programming

Computational 

Specs
done

MAN 040 02 x The DFA tool shall allow manual input of small 

datasets
Computational 

Specs
done

IAI 012 01 x The S/W. Tool shall support IC, OV and AF 

calculation for each element.
Computational 

Specs
done

TAU 031 01 x The DFA tool shall be considered a software 

package in an initial version or Beta-site rather than 

a fully commercialized system 
Computational 

Specs
done

TUM 006 01 x The sofware shall be easy to understand/to 

implement for people outside AMISA Usability n.a.

TAU 021 01 x The DFA tool shall be capable of accepting data in a 

top-down, hierarchical manner, mimicking the logical 

process of system definition Usability done

TPPS 012 01 x The software shall import/export examples of product 

design architectures Usability n.a.

TAU 022 01 x The DFA tool shall be capable of accepting partial 

data allowing users to add further data as they 

acquire it over time
Usability done

TAU 025 01 x The DFA tool shall have the capability to respond to 

user commands within a few seconds. The longest 

applications (optimization functions) shall be 

completed within a few minutes
Usability done

MAN 005 02 x The tool shall contain help function
Usability done

TPPS 010 01 x The methodology shall "stand on the standards" and 

shall define the basis for non existing ones. Usability further research

TAU 007 01 x x The DFA method shall allow to conduct simulated 

scenarios Uncertainties/Risk done

MAN 020 01 x The uncertainty of the following areas are integrated:

- technological development

- market needs

- legislation

- standardisation

- unforseen in-house developments

Uncertainties/Risk n.a.

TTI 006 01 x The method should include a risk scale about the 

dependency of each component with external 

supplier(s). Uncertainties/Risk n.a.

MAN 006 02 x The methodology shall show different linkage types 

of product requirements and product architecture Transparency n.a.

solid approach

further research

solid approach

done

further research

solid approach

further research

further research

solid approach

solid approach

solid approach

done

done

done

further research

solid approach

further research

further research

done

n.a.

solid approach

done

done

done

solid approach

critical

n.a.

done

done

done

n.a.

x

x

MUC 301 01

x x

x

x

x

xx

x x

x

xx

x

x x

x x

x

xMOD 201 01 The methodology should contain a clear, tailorable 

procedure modell to guide the user in making the 

right decisions
Transparency

Uncertainties/Risk

MUC 101 01 x The method shall be able to handle imprecise input 

and output data and indicate the imprecision.

Usability

Usability

MOD 804 01 The tool conduct a thorough checking of the data and 

and provide error feedback to the user.

MOD 803 01 The software shall allow tailoring of the GUI/input 

data

MUC 801 01 The software should allow configuration of the 

applied methodology/equations from a user point of 

view.
Usability

Usability

Usability

MOD 802 01 The software should allow tailoring of the applied 

methodology/equations from a developer point of 

view.

MOD 801 01 DFA software (tool) shall be intuitive, user friendly, 

include a process indicator.

Computational 

Specs

MOD 709 01 x The software tool shall use standard general 

purpose elements (libraries and databases)

Computational 

Specs

MOD 708 01 x The software should have interfaces with local and 

external networks

Computational 

Specs

MOD 707 01 x The DFA tool shall have interface with other design 

tools, practices and industrial standards

Computational 

Specs

MOD 706 01 x The DFA tool shall have the capability to work with 

input by neutral file format type

Computational 

Specs

MOD 705 01 x The DFA tool should be able to duplicate model as 

model parts for re-usability

Computational 

Specs

MOD 704 01 x The DFA tool shall have the capability to work with 

input by neutral file format type

Computational 

Specs

MOD 703 01 x The software tool shall work on a standard PC 

(Hardware-wise)

Computational 

Specs

MOD 702 01 x The software tool shall be compatible with Microsoft 

operating system

Computational 

Specs

MOD 701 01 x The tool has to task with a large input dataset

Cost calculation

MOD 602 01 The method shall allow work with qualitative 

descriptions for the "value" of an option if no 

quantitative data is available

MOD 601 01 The software tool shall calculate interface costs 

considering different aspects. (e.g. NRE) Cost calculation

Output data

MOD 503 01 x The methodology and tool shall provide support to 

decision making about adaptability together with: 

function cost, functionality, efficiency, option solving , 

safety, environment protection, manufacture cost etc.

Output data

MOD 502 01 x x The adaptability of a system should be 

quantifiable as a key indicator 

("Figure of Adaptability") during the design process 

[FOA]

Output data

MOD 501 01 x x Computation method and its implementation shall be 

based on an architectural model that represents 

systems alternatives and different product types

Input data

MOD 406 01 x The cost and AF calculation for each element shall 

take into consideration technology and business 

forecasting.

Input data

MOD 405 01 x Shall include impacts from legislations, equipment 

guidelines and standards

MUC 401 01

Total cost of ownership should be

considered

Input data

MOD 404 01 x x DFA tool should accept different levels of details of 

input data

Input data

MOD 403 01 x The method shall allow utilising different new 

materials/changing cost of raw materials

Input data

MOD 402 01 x Keydata and technical parameters that are the input 

to the methodology must be generic so each project 

partner can add his specific data

Input data

MOD 401 01 x The incorporated adaptability takes into 

consideration the different customers have different 

requirements and valuation to the product

The method shall support adaptable architecture in 

manufacturing facilities
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

MOD 305 01 Each component shall be associated with 

• Adaptability Factor (AF) 

• Option Value (OV)

• Interface cost (IS)

MOD 304 01 The System shall allow addition or replacemnet of 

system elements

MOD 303 01 The methodology shall be fully applicable and 

tailorable through homogeneous application fields 

and user's development methodology
System 

architecture/ 

modeling

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

System 

architecture/ 

modeling

MOD 302 01 The methodology shall be tailorable to:

• Industry

• Product Line

• Product Type

• Product Dominant Engineering discipline

• logistic

• assembly

Input data

Req ID

MOD 301 01 The static and dynamic DFA model shall consider 

different types of stakeholders 

Requirement
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Requirement description Category
Coverage Status 

TM5

TTI 005 01 x The method should include a value of Mean Time 

Between Failure (MTBF) for each component.

Input data further research

MAN 037 01 x The aqcuisition time of the input data for an 

execution of the program should be short Input data critical

TUM 004 01 x Shall include options for future materials.

Input data further research

TTI 002 01 x The method should take into account environmental 

boundary conditions of the place of use of the final 

product. 

Input data further research

TTI 004 01 x The method should allow to take into account the 

Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) for each component.
Input data further research

solid approach

further research

further research

further research

solid approach

solid approach

solid approach

x

Input data

MOD 406 01 x The cost and AF calculation for each element shall 

take into consideration technology and business 

forecasting.

Input data

MOD 405 01 x Shall include impacts from legislations, equipment 

guidelines and standards

MUC 401 01

Total cost of ownership should be

considered

Input data

MOD 404 01 x x DFA tool should accept different levels of details of 

input data

Input data

MOD 403 01 x The method shall allow utilising different new 

materials/changing cost of raw materials

Input data

MOD 402 01 x Keydata and technical parameters that are the input 

to the methodology must be generic so each project 

partner can add his specific data

Input data

MOD 401 01 x The incorporated adaptability takes into 

consideration the different customers have different 

requirements and valuation to the product

Input data

Req ID Requirement
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Requirement description Category
Coverage Status 

TM5

TAU 030 01 x The DFA tool shall be based on freely available 

software components
Computational 

Specs
done

TAU 002 01 x The software shall use the visual Microsoft studio, C-

Sharp with Windows presentation foundation (WPF) 

for desktop applications
Computational 

Specs
done

MAG 12 02 x Software should be realized in common 

programming language
Computational 

Specs
done

TAU 004 02 x The DFA software tool shall accommodate new 

methods or method adaption with minimum 

programming

Computational 

Specs
done

MAN 040 02 x The DFA tool shall allow manual input of small 

datasets
Computational 

Specs
done

IAI 012 01 x The S/W. Tool shall support IC, OV and AF 

calculation for each element.
Computational 

Specs
done

TAU 031 01 x The DFA tool shall be considered a software 

package in an initial version or Beta-site rather than 

a fully commercialized system 
Computational 

Specs
done

done

done

done

solid approach

done

n.a.

solid approach

done

done

done

xx

Computational 

Specs

MOD 709 01 x The software tool shall use standard general 

purpose elements (libraries and databases)

Computational 

Specs

MOD 708 01 x The software should have interfaces with local and 

external networks

Computational 

Specs

MOD 707 01 x The DFA tool shall have interface with other design 

tools, practices and industrial standards

Computational 

Specs

MOD 706 01 x The DFA tool shall have the capability to work with 

input by neutral file format type

Computational 

Specs

MOD 705 01 x The DFA tool should be able to duplicate model as 

model parts for re-usability

Computational 

Specs

MOD 704 01 x The DFA tool shall have the capability to work with 

input by neutral file format type

Computational 

Specs

MOD 703 01 x The software tool shall work on a standard PC 

(Hardware-wise)

Computational 

Specs

MOD 702 01 x The software tool shall be compatible with Microsoft 

operating system

Computational 

Specs

MOD 701 01 x The tool has to task with a large input dataset

MOD 601 01 The software tool shall calculate interface costs 

considering different aspects. (e.g. NRE) Cost calculation

Req ID

Global project status Status Input data Status Computational Specs

Categories Code

implemented

considered

in work

critical

n.a.
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Overall, the conducted procedure is judged to be reasonable in the course of the project, which at the 

stage of this paper has passed mid-term. The requirements towards the methodology could be acquired 

exhaustively in the early phase of the project and provided the basis for target oriented methodology 

development. Overall 108 requirements in eight categories were documented, whereas several 

workshops were needed to remove redundancies and achieve an adequate level of abstraction for all 

formulations. Nevertheless a total of 16 requirements remained critical half-way through the project of 

which 6 could not be resolved during technical project meetings and have been decided to be 

addressed during scientific meetings of the university partners. 

Since methodology and tool development has not been finished, yet, the overall success of the 

requirement-management process remains to be assessed concludingly. The paper provides a guideline 

of how the task can be approached and highlights aspects of importance on base of the experiences 

made in the context of the project. 
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